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In 1889 A. Cayley stated that the number of forests with n labeled vertices that consist of s 
distinct trees such that s specified vertices belong to distinct trees is snn-‘-’ for 1 <s c n. In 
this paper Cayley’s formula is proved in a simple and elementary way. 
1. Introduction 
A forest is a simple graph that has no cycles. In other words, a forest is simple 
graph, all of whose components are trees. 
Denote by F(n, s), 1 GS G 12, the number of forests having vertex set 
{I, 2,, * . * 9 n} and s components which are trees such that vertices 1,2, . . . , s all 
belong to different trees. We have 
F(n, s) = s nn-s-l (1) 
for 1 G s G n. In particular, 
F(n, 1) = n”-2 (2) 
is the number of distinct trees with II labeled vertices. 
In 1889 Cayley [3] discovered formula (2). Since then various proofs have been 
given for (2) by Dziobek [5], Priifer [ll], Bol [2], Clarke [4], Moon [7-81, Rtnyi 
[12-131 and others. 
Cayley [3] also stated formula (l), but he did not indicate how to prove it. In 
1959 RCnyi [12] gave an analytic proof for (1). For other proofs of (1) we refer to 
Moon [9-lo], Riordan [14], Kolchin [6] and Sachkov [15]. All these proofs of (1) 
presume that the particular case (2) has already been proved. In what follows we 
shall give a simple proof of (1) which does not presume (2). The proof is based on 
a conveniently chosen queuing model. 
2. A queuing model 
Let us suppose that n customers, numbered 1,2, . . . , n, are served singly by 
one server. The service times are assumed to be constant of unit length. The 
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server starts working at time t = 0 and at that time s customers, numbered 
1, 2, . . . ) s (1 G s c n), are already waiting for service. The server attends these s 
customers and all the new arriving customers as long as they come. If the initial 
busy period ends, that is, if there are no more customers waiting for service, the 
server takes a break for a time interval of unit length before resuming his duty 
again. It is assumed that each customer receives service exactly once and that 
all of the n -s customers, numbered s + 1, . . . , n, arrive in the time interval 
(0, n] in such a way that independently of each other each customer may arrive in 
the time interval (r - 1, r] (r = 1, 2, . . . , n) with probability l/n. Denote by p,(s) 
the total number of customers served during the initial busy period. By using a 
generalization of the classical ballot theorem, we shall prove that 
P{p,(s) = n} = s/n 
for 1GsGn. 
On the other hand, we have 
(3) 
P{p,(s) = n} = F(n, s)/n”-’ (4) 
for 1 =Z s < n. To prove (4) let us associate a simple graph with the queuing 
process considered above. Let us suppose that the graph has vertex set 
{I, 2, - * . 9 n} and two vertices i and j are joined by an edge if customer i arrives 
during the service time of customer j. The graph is uniquely determined by the 
queuing process and all the possible nnPs graphs are equally probable. If in the 
queuing process Pi = n, then the graph consists of s tree components such that 
vertices 1, 2, . . . , s all belong to different trees. Conversely, to every such graph 
there corresponds a queuing process for which p,(s) = n. The number of 
favorable graphs (i.e. graphs corresponding to queuing processes for which 
p,,(s) = n) is F(n, s). This proves (4). A comparison of (3) and (4) implies (1). 
It remains to prove (3). This can be accomplished in the simplest way by using 
a generalization of the classical ballot theorem. (See Takacs [16].) 
3. A ballot theorem 
In generalizing the classical ballot theorem of Bertrand [l] we arrive at the 
following result. 
Lemma 1. Let us suppose that a box contains n cara’s marked with nonnegative 
integers kl, kZ, . . . , k, respectively where k, + k2 + - - * + k, = k s n. All the n 
cards are drawn without replacement from the box. Denote by V~ the number 
drawn at the r-th drawing (r = 1, 2, . . . , n). Then 
P{Y, + ’ .*+~,<r for lsrSn}=(n-k)/n 
provided that all the possible results are equally probable. 
(5) 
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Proof. Denote by s(n, k) the number of favorable results, that is, the number of 
sequences (ki, kZ, . . . , k,) in which the sum of the first r numbers drawn is less 
than r for every r = 1,2, . . . , n. If we take into consideration that the last 
number drawn may be kI, k2, . . . , k,, then we can write down that 
S(n, k) = i: S(n - 1, k - kJ. 
i=l 
Evidently, S(1, 0) = 1 and s(n, n) = 0 for all rr > 1. From (6) it follows by 
mathematical induction that 
S(n, k) = (n - k)(n - l)! (7) 
for 0s k s n and rr 3 1. If n = 1, then (7) is true. Suppose that (7) is true for 
S(n-l,k), OGksn-1, n b 2. If k = n, then .S(n, k) = 0. If k <n and rz 2 2, 
then by (6) and by the induction hypothesis. 
s(n, k) = 5 (n - 1 - k + kJ(n - 2)! = (n - k)(n - l)!. 
i=l 
(8) 
Consequently, (7) is true for all n = 1, 2, . . . and 0~ k s n. Finally, s(n, k)/n! 
yields the desired probability (5). Cl 
Lemma 1 implies the following more general result. 
Lemma 2. Let yl, V2, . . . , v,, be interchangeable discrete random variables taking 
on nonnegative integers only, and define N, = y1 + - * . + vr for r = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
We have 
P{N,<r for 1 Sr<n)N,,=k}= 
(n - k)/n ifk = 0, 1, . . . , n, 
0 ifk>n, (9) 
provided that P{Nn = k} ~0. 
Proof. If we apply Lemma 1 to every realization of the sequence of random 
variables vl, v2, . . . , V~ we get (9). 0 
4. Proof of Cayley’s formula 
Let us consider the queuing process defined in Section 2 and let us define vr as 
the number of customers arriving in the time interval (r - 1, r] where r = 
1, 2, . . . , It. Then vi, v2, . . . , vn are interchangeable random variables and 
v,+v2+.* - + v,, = n - s. Write N, = v1 + - * . + v, for r = 1, 2, . . . , n. By using 
this notation we can write down that 
P{p,(s)=k}=P{N,>r-s for s=sr<k and N,=k-s} (10) 
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for 1 c s s k s n. Since the random variables vl, v2, . . . , v,, are interchangeable 
(10) remains unchanged if we replace Y, by v~+~_-, for every r = 1,2, . . . , k. Thus 
we obtain that 
P{p,(s)=k}=P{N,<r for lCr<k-s and Nk=k-s}. (11) 
Now we can apply Lemma 2 to (11) to obtain 
P{p,(s) = k} = ; I’{& = k - s} (12) 
for lssGk6n. In (12) 
(13) 
for 1 GS G k s n. Since P{iV,, = n -s} = 1, if k = n, (12) reduces to s/n. This 
proves (3). By (3) and (4) the proof of Cayley’s formula (1) is complete. 
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